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Cosmonaut Keep Ken MacLeod 2010-04-01 Matt Cairns is a 21st-century outlaw Programmer who takes on the shady jobs no one else will touch. Against his better
judgment, he accepts an assignment to crack the Marshall Titov, a top-secret orbital station operated by the European Space Agency. But what Matt will discover there
will propel him on an extraordinary and quite unexpected journey. Gregor Cairns is an exobiology student and descendant of one of Terra Nova's first families. Hopelessly
infatuated with a lovely young trader's daughter, he is unaware that his research partner, Elizabeth, has fallen in love with him. Together, Gregor and Elizabeth confront
the great work his family began three centuries earlier-to rediscover the secret of interstellar travel. Ranging from a gritty near-future Earth to a distant alien world,
Cosmonaut Keep is contemporary science fiction at its highest level, a visionary epic filled with daring individuals seeking a place for themselves in a vast, complex, and
enigmatic universe. Cosmonaut Keep is a 2002 Hugo Award Nominee for Best Novel. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
The Mechanical Messiah and Other Marvels of the Modern Age Robert Rankin 2011-09-15 Colonel Katterfelto has lately returned to London. He departed America under
something of a cloud ... of smoke, issuing from his Spiritual Laboratory, which the townsfolk of Wormcast, Arizona, marched upon with their flaming torches. This
catastrophic conflagration caused considerable concern to the pious colonel, who had been engaged in the creation of 'Heaven's last and best gift to Mankind', The
Mechanical Messiah. And he was, after all, being guided in this Great Work by holy angels, communicating to him through his monkey butler, Darwin. It is 1897, twelve years
since The War of the Worlds and two since Worlds War Two*. The British Empire encompasses Mars, and an uneasy peace exists between the peoples of Venus, Jupiter and
Earth. In London there are many marvels of the modern age to be experienced. Amongst these is The Electric Alhambra Music Hall, where crowds thrill to The Earl Grey
Whistle Test, a musical extravaganza featuring such top turns as Hayward's Acrobatic Kiwis, The Travelling Formbys and the newly-arrived Colonel Katterfelto's
Clockwork Minstrels. But all is far from well in old Whitechapel, where a monster is once more abroad in the night-time streets, committing hideous acts of murder. Can this
be the return of Jack the Ripper, or has something altogether unearthly materialised to spread fear, panic and mayhem? Something Hellishly evil? Famed consulting detective
Cameron Bell is already on the case, but it may take nothing less than the New Messiah Himself to save London, The Empire and all of the solar system from the impending
apocalypse! 'Stark raving genius' Observer *See The Japanese Devil Fish Girl and other Unnatural Attractions.
Limit Frank Sch tzing 2015-11-05 Helium-3 is a rare element that promises to solve all the world's energy problems - and it's been discovered on the Moon, prompting a
breathless race between the Americans and Chinese. In Shanghai, cyber-detective Owen Jericho has been hired to find a missing girl, but what started as a routine investigation
soon develops into a nightmarish hunt, where he's the quarry: there's a crazed assassin hot on his heels, all because Yoyo accidentally stumbled onto a secret society
called Hydra - and now their lives are at risk. Following the Hydra trail takes Jericho and Yoyo round the world and finally to the Moon, where a billionaire entrepreneur is
entertaining some of the world's richest and most influential men and women in the Gaia, the planet's very first hotel. But Hydra has its own plans for the Earth - and the
Moon. And nothing and no one will be allowed to stand in its way.
The Book of the Dead Douglas Preston 2006-05-30 An FBI agent, rotting away in a high-security prison for a murder he did not commit... His brilliant, psychotic brother,
about to perpetrate a horrific crime... A young woman with an extrodinary past, on th edge of a violent breakdown... An ancient Egyptian tomb with an enigmatic curse,
about to be unveiled at a celebrity-studded New York gala... Memento Mori
Atmosphra Incognita Neal Stephenson 2019-07-31 "Dust jacket and interior illustrations ... by Patrick Arrasmith"--Copyright page.
Greed Marc Elsberg 2020-07-23 CORRUPT BIG BUSINESS, ECONOMY IN MELTDOWN, THE THRILLER THAT WARNED US ALL 'Marc Elsberg is nothing if not prescient'
GUARDIAN It’s the near future: the world economy is in freefall. Mass unemployment and hunger rage as banks, corporations and countries go bankrupt. But one group are
doing just fine: the super-rich. Nobel prize-winning economist Herbert Thompson drives to an emergency summit in Berlin, to deliver his ground-breaking solution to the world’s
elite: a formula that will reverse the downturn, transform the economy, and give everyone a share of the wealth. Thompson never arrives. He is killed in a car crash on the
way. Jan, a keen cyclist out late, sees the incident. Convinced Thompson has been murdered, he vows to find out why. But there are powerful forces at work, who will stop
at nothing to keep Jan silent. How far will they go to satisfy their greed? And who can stop them? A spine-chillingly realistic thriller on the horrors of freewheeling
capitalism and the threat of human greed. By the global bestselling author of Blackout and Code Zero _____________ PRAISE FOR MARC ELSBERG ‘Fast, tense, thrilling,
timely. This will happen one day’ LEE CHILD ‘Dazzling’ Times Book of the Month 'Both gripping and visionary' rbb Kulturradio 'Elsberg succeeds in combining complex storylines
into one breathtaking tale of suspense' BILD 'Part Dan Brown-style chase and part eco-thriller, this debut will get people talking' BOOKLIST US
Qualityland Marc-Uwe Kling 2020-01-07 In the near future sci-fi world of Qualityland, algorithms help create an idyllic life for its citizens, but what if the perfect
world wasn't built for you? Welcome to QualityLand, the best country on Earth. Here, a universal ranking system determines the social advantages and career
opportunities of every member of society. An automated matchmaking service knows the best partners for everyone and helps with the break up when your ideal match
(frequently) changes. And the foolproof algorithms of the biggest, most successful company in the world, TheShop, know what you want before you do and conveniently
deliver to your doorstep before you even order it. In QualityCity, Peter Jobless is a machine scrapper who can't quite bring himself to destroy the imperfect machines sent his
way, and has become the unwitting leader of a band of robotic misfits hidden in his home and workplace. One day, Peter receives a product from TheShop that he absolutely,
positively knows he does not want, and which he decides, at great personal cost, to return. The only problem: doing so means proving the perfect algorithm of TheShop
wrong, calling into question the very foundations of QualityLand itself. Qualityland, Marc-Uwe Kling's first book to be translated into English, is a brilliantly clever,
illuminating satire in the tradition of Kurt Vonnegut, Douglas Adams, and George Orwell that offers a visionary, frightening, and all-too funny glimpse at a near future we
may be hurtling toward faster than it's at all comfortable to admit. So why delay any longer? TheShop already knows you're going to love this book. You may as well
head to the cash register, crack the covers, and see why that is for yourself.
Rule 34 Charles Stross 2011-07-05 Meet Edinburgh Detective Inspector Liz Kavanaugh, head of the Innovative Crimes Investigation Unit, otherwise known as the Rule 34
Squad. They monitor the Internet for potential criminal activity, analyzing trends in the extreme fringes of explicit content. And occasionally, even more disturbing patterns
arise… Three ex-cons have been murdered in Germany, Italy, and Scotland. The only things they had in common were arrests for spamming—and a taste for unorthodox
entertainment. As the first officer on the scene of the most recent death, Liz finds herself sucked into an international investigation that isn’t so much asking who the killer is,
but what—and if she doesn't find the answer soon, the homicides could go viral.
News from an Unknown Universe Frank Schatzing 2012-01-15
Death and the Devil Frank Schatzing 2009-10-13 In the year 1260, a great cathedral, the most ambitious ecclesiastical building in all of Christendom, is rising high above
the bustling city of Cologne under the supervision of the architect Gerhard Morart. Far below the soaring spires and flying buttresses, a bitter war rages between the
archbishop and the city's ruling merchant families—a deadly conflict that claims Morart as the first of its many victims. But there is a witness to the murder of the
unfortunate architect, pushed to his death from the cathedral's scaffolding. A cunning, street-smart, politically naive petty thief called "Jacob the Fox" has seen it
all—and seeing has made him the target of a relentless and ruthlessly efficient assassin who's been stripped of his humanity by dark, hidden secrets. Ensnared in the strangling
vines of a terrifying conspiracy, the Fox must now run for his life. But who—and what—is he running from?
The Informationist Taylor Stevens 2011 Dealing information to wealthy clients throughout the world, Vanessa Munroe hopes to leave her unconventional past behind her
until a mission to find the missing daughter of a Texas oil billionaire forces her to return to the central Africa region of heryouth.
Megan Meade's Guide to the McGowan Boys Kate Brian 2008-06-23 When she was nine, Megan Meade met a group of terrible, mean, Popsicle-goo-covered boys, the sons of
her father's friend -- the McGowan boys. Now, seven years later, Megan's army doctor parents are shipping off to Korea and Megan is being sent to live with the little
monsters, who are older now and quite different than she remembered them. Living in a house with seven boys will give Megan, who has never even been kissed, the perfect
opportunity to learn everything there is to know about boys. And she'll send all her notes to her best friend, Tracy, in... Megan Meade's Guide to the McGowan Boys
Observation #1: Being an army brat sucks. Except that this is definitely a better alternative to moving to Korea. Observation #2: Forget evil, laughing, little monsters.
These guys have been touched by the Abercrombie gods. They are a blur of toned, suntanned perfection. Observation #3: I need a lock on my door. STAT. Observation #4:
Three words: six-pack abs. Observation #5: Do not even get me started on the state of the bathroom. I'm thinking of calling in a hazmat team. Seriously. Observation #6:
These boys know how to make enemies. Big time. Megan Meade will have to juggle a new school, a new family, a new crush -- on the boy next door, as in next bedroom door -and a new life. Will she survive the McGowan boys?
Felidae Akif Pirin ci 1994 The Emergent Manager examines the process of becoming a manager within organizations and considers how people relate the ways in which they
'manage' their lives to their development as managers in the workplace. At the heart of the book is the idea of the individual engaged in a continual process of 'becoming'.
Focusing on the reported experiences of managers, the book is richly illustrated throughout with examples drawn from a variety of workplaces, including the civil service,
academia, the retail industry, construction and engineering, banking and the prison service. Tony Watson and Pauline Harris together provide a new understanding of the
nature of the management role and the ways in which people make sense of their lives as managers. Accessible and innovative, this book will be of interest to students and
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academics in management and organization studies as well as practising managers.
Six Early Stories Thomas Mann 2004 Six stories by the Nobel laureate written between the ages of eighteen and twenty-four reveal his philosophical and literary
influences.
Limit Frank Sch tzing 2017-01 Perfect for fans of Neal Stephenson and Peter F. Hamilton: The blockbuster conclusion to the international sci-fi thriller by German's Number
One thriller writer It's 2025, and the Chinese and the Americans are going head to head on the Moon for helium-3, the rare mineral which will solve all the Earth's energy
needs. But not everyone is happy. Billionaire Julian Orley's space-elevator revolutionised space travel; now he's taking a group of international movers and shakers on the
trip of a lifetime: to the first-ever hotel on the Moon, hoping to woo them into investing in the future of humanity. But not all of Orly's guests are humanitarians: at least
one is pursuing his own dark plot - and now there's a time limit. And how is this linked with the cyber-detective Owen Jericho, the dissident hacker Yoyo, oil magnate Gerald
Palstein - and the mysterious organisation called Hydra, who have their own - not very charitable - plans for the universe?
Woman at Sea Catherine Poulain 2018-02-15 **SHORTLISTED FOR THE SCOTT MONCRIEFF PRIZE 2019** **NOMINATED FOR THE M DICIS PRIZE 2018** 'A tale of
travel and adventure, the story of a body utterly surrendered to pain and joy. It is mind-blowing, a delight.' Le Monde Lili is a runaway. She’s left behind her native France to
go in search of freedom, of adventure, of life. Her search takes her to Kodiak, Alaska, home to a ragtag community of fishermen, army vets and drifters who man the island’s
fishing fleet. Despite her tiny frame, faltering English and lack of experience, Lili lands a job on board the Rebel, the only woman on the boat. Out on the open sea, everything is
heightened: colours are more vivid, sounds are louder and the work is harder than anything she's ever known. The terrifying intensity of the ocean is addictive to the point of
danger. But Lili is not alone: in her fellow crewmembers she finds kindred spirits – men living on the edge, drawn to extremes. Based on Catherine Poulain’s own experiences, and
written in taut, muscular prose, Woman at Sea cuts through the noise of life and straight to the heart of our innermost longings.
The Keepers of the Library Glenn Cooper 2013-06-25 Prophecy is prologue England, 1775. An ambitious American pushes his expedition onward despite dire warnings from the
locals. But what Benjamin Franklin discovers on the Isle of Wight isn't just superstition. It's a secret with the power to save the world—or destroy it. In less than four
hundred days, most of the world's population will be dead. Nobody knows why, only when: February 9, 2027. Retired FBI Special Agent Will Piper is one of the few who will
live "Beyond the Horizon." Fifteen years ago, he revealed the prophecy to the world after the hunt for a madman led him to the mystical Library of Vectis, now housed at
Area 51, in an unmarked location in the Nevada desert. Will is determined to live out his days in the Florida sun . . . even as the world sinks into hedonism and despair . . . even
as the Doomsday Killer's ominous calling cards resurface . . . until the apocalypse threatens the one thing Will won't compromise on: his own flesh and blood.
Ash Mary Gentle 2013-09-24 For the beautiful young woman Ash, life has always been arquebuses and artillery, swords and armour and the true horrors of hand-to-hand
combat. War is her job. She has fought her way to the command of a mercenary company, and on her unlikely shoulders lies the destiny of a Europe threatened by the
depredations of an Infidel army more terrible than any nightmare. Winner of the BSFA Award for best novel, 2000
Cemetery Lake Paul Cleave 2013-06-18 A chilling case of unsolved murders and mistaken identities unravels when a lake in a Christchurch cemetery releases its grip on the
murky past in this exciting crime thriller from the internationally bestselling author of The Laughterhouse. Cemetery Lake begins in a cold and rainy graveyard, where Private
Detective Theodore Tate is overseeing an exhumation—a routine job for the weathered former cop. But when doubts are raised about the identity of the body found in the
coffin, the case takes a sinister turn. Tate knows he should walk away and let his former colleagues on the police force deal with it, but his strong sense of justice
intervenes. Complicating matters are a few loose ends from Tate’s past. Even good guys have secrets, and Tate thought his were dead and buried for good. With time running
out and a violent killer lurking, will he manage to stay one step ahead of the police, or will his truth be unearthed? Originally published in Paul Cleave’s native New Zealand
in 2008, Cemetery Lake is the first novel to feature Theodore Tate, the “quintessential flawed hero” (Kirkus Reviews) from Collecting Cooper and The Laughterhouse. Full
of the clever plot twists and sardonic humor for which Cleave has become known, it is at once a totally entertaining crime novel and an unforgettable drama about the
universal battle against the darkness within.
Forty Signs of Rain Kim Stanley Robinson 2004-06-01 The bestselling author of the classic Mars trilogy and The Years of Rice and Salt presents a riveting new trilogy of
cutting-edge science, international politics, and the real-life ramifications of global warming as they are played out in our nation’s capital—and in the daily lives of those
at the center of the action. Hauntingly yet humorously realistic, here is a novel of the near future that is inspired by scientific facts already making headlines. When the
Arctic ice pack was first measured in the 1950s, it averaged thirty feet thick in midwinter. By the end of the century it was down to fifteen. One August the ice broke. The
next year the breakup started in July. The third year it began in May. That was last year. It’s a muggy summer in Washington, D.C., as Senate environmental staffer Charlie
Quibler and his scientist wife, Anna, work to call attention to the growing crisis of global warming. But as these everyday heroes fight to align the awesome forces of
nature with the extraordinary march of technology, fate puts an unusual twist on their efforts—one that will place them at the heart of an unavoidable storm.
The Deep Nick Cutter 2015-07-28 Now in mass-market paperback from the national bestselling author of The Troop—which Stephen King raved “scared the hell out of me
and I couldn’t put it down.…old-school horror at its best”—an utterly terrifying novel that pits the mysteries of The Abyss against the horrors of The Shining. A strange
plague called the ’Gets is decimating humanity on a global scale. It causes people to forget—small things at first, like where they left their keys…then the not-so-small
things like how to drive, or the letters of the alphabet. Then their bodies forget how to function involuntarily…and there is no cure. But now, far below the surface of the
Pacific Ocean, deep in the Mariana Trench, an heretofore unknown substance hailed as “ambrosia”’—a universal healer, from initial reports—has been discovered. It may just
be the key to eradicating the ’Gets. In order to study this phenomenon, a special research lab, the Trieste, has been built eight miles under the sea’s surface. But when the
station goes incommunicado, a brave few descend through the lightless fathoms in hopes of unraveling the mysteries lurking at those crushing depths…and perhaps to
encounter an evil blacker than anything one could possibly imagine. “Fans of unflinching bleakness and all-out horror will love this novel….Each new shock is freshly
disturbing” (Publishers Weekly, starred review).
A History of the World in 21 Women Jenni Murray 2018-09-06 From the bestselling author of A History of Britain in 21 Women The history of the world is the history of
great women. Marie Curie discovered radium and revolutionised medical science. Empress Cixi transformed China. Frida Kahlo turned an unflinching eye on life and death. Anna
Politkovskaya dared to speak truth to power, no matter the cost. Their names should be shouted from the rooftops. And that is exactly what Jenni Murray is here to do.
Gameboard of the Gods Richelle Mead 2014-06-03 Living in exile after failing in his job as an investigator of religious groups and supernatural claims, Justin March, a man
from a near-future world decimated by religious extremists, is invited to join an elite branch of the military.
Flood Stephen Baxter 2009-05-05 Four hostages are rescued from a group of religious extremists in Barcelona. After five years of being held captive together, they make a
vow to always watch out for one another. But they never expected this. The world they have returned to has been transformed-by water. And the water is rising.
Starfish Peter Watts 2014-09-16 A huge international corporation has developed a facility along the Juan de Fuca Ridge at the bottom of the Pacific Ocean to exploit
geothermal power. They send a bio-engineered crew--people who have been altered to withstand the pressure and breathe the seawater--down to live and work in this weird,
fertile undersea darkness. Unfortunately the only people suitable for long-term employment in these experimental power stations are crazy, some of them in unpleasant ways.
How many of them can survive, or will be allowed to survive, while worldwide disaster approaches from below? Starfish, the first installment in Peter Watts' Rifters
Trilogy At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Limit Frank Schatzing 2013-11-05 Frank Schatzing's The Swarm was an international science-fiction blockbuster, winner of the Koln Literatur Prize, the Corine Prize, and
the German Science Fiction Prize. Limit is his most ambitious work to-date--a multilayered thriller that balances astonishing scientific, historical, and technical detail.
Against this backdrop, Schatzing convincingly realizes a possible near future when humankind's ingenuity may become the greatest risk to its continued existence. In 2025,
entrepreneur Julian Orley opens the first-ever hotel on the moon. But Orley Enterprises deals in more than space tourism--it also operates the world's only space elevator,
which in addition to allowing the very wealthy to play tennis on the lunar surface connects Earth with the moon and enables the transportation of helium-3, the fuel of
the future, back to the planet. Julian has invited twenty-one of the world's richest and most powerful individuals to sample his brand-new lunar accommodation, hoping to
secure the finances for a second elevator. On Earth, meanwhile, cybercop Owen Jericho is sent to Shanghai to find a young female hacker known as Yoyo, who's been on the
run since acquiring access to information that someone seems quite determined to keep quiet. As Jericho closes in on the girl and the conspiracy swirling around her, he finds
mounting evidence that connects her to Julian Orley as well as to the entrepreneur's many competitors and enemies. Soon, the detective realizes that the lunar junket to
Orley's hotel is in real and immediate danger. From the Hardcover edition.
The Rising Mira Grant 2019-02-19 Now, for the first time, Mira Grant's complete New York Times bestselling NEWSFLESH trilogy is available in a single volume. "Alive or
dead, the truth won't rest. My name is Georgia Mason, and I am begging you. Rise up while you can." The year was 2014. We had cured cancer. We had beat the common cold.
But in doing so we created something new, something terrible that no one could stop. The infection spread, virus blocks taking over bodies and minds with one, unstoppable
command: FEED. Now, twenty years after the Rising, Georgia and Shaun Mason are on the trail of the biggest story of their lives - the dark conspiracy behind the infected. The
truth will out, even if it kills them. The Rising includes Feed, Deadline, and Blackout. NewsfleshFeedDeadlineBlackout Feedback Newsflesh Short Fiction CollectionRise
Zero Marc Elsberg 2018-07-12 A GUARDIAN THRILLER OF THE MONTH '[Exposes] the dark underbelly of social media giants' societal control via the manipulation of
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data. Elsberg is nothing if not prescient; this is all pre-Cambridge Analytica.' Barry Forshaw, Guardian ************************ The gripping bestselling global
thriller for fans of Dave Eggers' THE CIRCLE and Channel Four's BLACK MIRROR. ************************ Welcome to the Freemee lifestyle app: They can give you
confidence, power, fame and all the friends in the world. But what will they take in return? When a teenager is shot dead after chasing a criminal in the street, investigating
journalist Cynthia Bonsant is led to the popular social media platform Freemee, a competitor to Facebook whose lifestyle app claims to give you everything you need to
succeed in life. But there is someone who warns against its evils: Zero, the world’s most-wanted activist, known for exposing the toxic truths behind social media giants and
their pursuit of total control. As Cynthia gets closer to unravelling the evil mastermind behind the Freemee site, she herself becomes a target. But in this world of hidden
cameras, data glasses and hyper-smart phones there is nowhere to hide . . .
Limit Frank Sch tzing 2010 Mai 2025: In einem Hotel auf dem Mond trifft sich eine Gruppe von Geldgebern, gleichzeitig sucht der Detektiv Jericho in Shanghai eine chinesische
Dissidentin. In beide Ereignisse greift eine geheimnisvolle Organisation ein und gef hrdet dadurch den globalen Frieden.
Into the Drowning Deep Mira Grant 2017-11-14 New York Times bestselling author Mira Grant, author of the renowned Newsflesh series, returns with a novel that takes
us to a new world of ancient mysteries and mythological dangers come to life. The ocean is home to many myths, But some are deadly. . . Seven years ago the Atargatis set
off on a voyage to the Mariana Trench to film a mockumentary bringing to life ancient sea creatures of legend. It was lost at sea with all hands. Some have called it a
hoax; others have called it a tragedy. Now a new crew has been assembled. But this time they're not out to entertain. Some seek to validate their life's work. Some seek the
greatest hunt of all. Some seek the truth. But for the ambitious young scientist Victoria Stewart this is a voyage to uncover the fate of the sister she lost. Whatever the
truth may be, it will only be found below the waves. But the secrets of the deep come with a price.
The Swarm Frank Schatzing 2009-03-17 Whales begin sinking ships. Toxic, eyeless crabs poison Long Island's water supply. The North Sea shelf collapses, killing
thousands in Europe. Around the world, countries are beginning to feel the effects of the ocean's revenge as the seas and their inhabitants begin a violent revolution against
mankind. At stake is the survival of the Earth's fragile ecology—and ultimately, the survival of the human race itself. The apocalyptic catastrophes of The Day After
Tomorrow meet the watery menace of The Abyss in this gripping, scientifically realistic, and utterly imaginative thriller.
C# 3.0 Design Patterns Judith Bishop 2007-12-10 If you want to speed up the development of your .NET applications, you're ready for C# design patterns -- elegant,
accepted and proven ways to tackle common programming problems. This practical guide offers you a clear introduction to the classic object-oriented design patterns, and
explains how to use the latest features of C# 3.0 to code them. C# Design Patterns draws on new C# 3.0 language and .NET 3.5 framework features to implement the 23
foundational patterns known to working developers. You get plenty of case studies that reveal how each pattern is used in practice, and an insightful comparison of
patterns and where they would be best used or combined. This well-organized and illustrated book includes: An explanation of design patterns and why they're used, with
tables and guidelines to help you choose one pattern over another Illustrated coverage of each classic Creational, Structural, and Behavioral design pattern, including
its representation in UML and the roles of its various players C# 3.0 features introduced by example and summarized in sidebars for easy reference Examples of each pattern
at work in a real .NET 3.5 program available for download from O'Reilly and the author's companion web site Quizzes and exercises to test your understanding of the
material. With C# 3.0 Design Patterns, you learn to make code correct, extensible and efficient to save time up front and eliminate problems later. If your business relies on
efficient application development and quality code, you need C# Design Patterns.
Limit 2013-11-07 Perfect for fans of Neal Stephenson and Peter F. Hamilton, an epic science-fiction novel from Germany's most successful thriller writer. The first space
elevator connects the Earth to the Moon, prompting a breathless race between the Americans and Chinese to get to the Moon's helium-3 - the rare element that promises to
solve all the world's energy problems. In Shanghai, cyber-detective Owen Jericho has been hired to find Yoyo, a missing girl, but what started as a routine investigation soon
develops into a nightmarish hunt. There's a crazed assassin hot on his heels, all because Yoyo accidentally stumbled onto a secret society called Hydra - and now it's not
just her life at risk. Following the Hydra trail takes Jericho and Yoyo round the world and finally to the Gaia, the Moon's very first hotel, where a billionaire entrepreneur
is entertaining some of the world's richest and most influential men and women But the secret society that is Hydra has its own plans for the Earth - and the Moon. And
nothing and no one will be allowed to stand in its way.
The Swarm Orson Scott Card 2016-08-02 Orson Scott Card and Aaron Johnston return to their Ender's Game prequel series with this first volume of an all-new trilogy
about the Second Formic War in The Swarm. The first invasion of Earth was beaten back by a coalition of corporate and international military forces, and the Chinese army.
China has been devastated by the Formic's initial efforts to eradicate Earth life forms and prepare the ground for their own settlement. The Scouring of China struck fear
into the other nations of the planet; that fear blossomed into drastic action when scientists determined that the single ship that wreaked such damage was merely a scout
ship. There is a mothership out beyond the Solar System's Kuiper Belt, and it's heading into the system, unstoppable by any weapons that Earth can muster. Earth has been
reorganized for defense. There is now a Hegemon, a planetary official responsible for keeping all the formerly warring nations in line. There's a Polemarch, responsible for
organizing all the military forces of the planet into the new International Fleet. But there is an enemy within, an enemy as old as human warfare: ambition and politics. Greed
and self-interest. Will Bingwen, Mazer Rackam, Victor Delgado and Lem Juke be able to divert those very human enemies in time to create a weapon that can effectively defend

humanity in the inexorable Second Formic War? THE ENDER UNIVERSE Ender series Ender’s Game / Speaker for the Dead / Xenocide / Children of the Mind / Ender in Exile /
Children of the Fleet Ender’s Shadow series Ender’s Shadow / Shadow of the Hegemon / Shadow Puppets / Shadow of the Giant / Shadows in Flight The First Formic War
(with Aaron Johnston) Earth Unaware / Earth Afire / Earth Awakens The Second Formic War (with Aaron Johnston) The Swarm / The Hive Ender novellas A War of Gifts /
First Meetings At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Carpet Makers Andreas Eschbach 2013-07-30 Since the time of pre-history, carpetmakers tie intricate knots to form carpets for the court of the Emperor. These
carpets are made from the hairs of wives and daughters; they are so detailed and fragile that each carpetmaker finishes only one single carpet in his entire lifetime. This art
descends from father to son, since the beginning of time itself. But one day the empire of the God Emperor vanishes, and strangers begin to arrive from the stars to follow the
trace of the hair carpets. What these strangers discover is beyond all belief, more than anything they could have ever imagined... Brought to the attention of Tor Books by
Orson Scott Card, this edition of The Carpet Makers contains a special introduction by Orson Scott Card. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Limit Frank Sch tzing 2010-12-31T00:00:00+01:00 «Tutti dovrebbero leggere il nuovo capolavoro di Frank Sch tzing: Il futuro
gi iniziato?» Frankfurter Allgemeine
Zeitung «Un’immaginazione incredibile, una straordinaria capacit di raccontare, anni di ricerche e una chiarezza cristallina nello spiegare gli elementi scientifici pi audaci. Uno
scrittore straordinario. Un romanzo indimenticabile.» S ddeutsche Zeitung «La massima espressione dello stile cinematografico applicato alla narrativa.» Die Welt Orley
Space Station (OSS), 2 agosto 2024. Vic Thorn ha pochi secondi di vita. Stava riparando lo Shuttle che doveva portarlo sulla Luna, quando un braccio meccanico lo ha
colpito, scagliandolo nel vuoto. Mentre fluttua verso il buio della morte, Vic comprende che il suo segreto si perder con lui nello spazio infinito.
stato un incidente, un
tragico incidente. Ma cambier tutto... Isla de las Estrellas, oceano Pacifico, 19 maggio 2025. Il miliardario Julian Orley
un uomo che realizza sogni.
sua l’OSS, una
grandiosa stazione spaziale.
suo l’ascensore che la collega alla Terra. Ed
suo il Gaia Hotel, il primo, lussuosissimo albergo costruito sulla Luna, in cui ospiter
alcune persone tra le pi ricche e influenti del mondo, per offrire loro un’esperienza unica. Un viaggio che per non
soltanto una mossa propagandistica. Orley
infatti alla
ricerca di finanziamenti per il suo progetto pi ambizioso: estrarre e trasportare sulla Terra l’elio-3, una fonte di energia pulita e pressoch illimitata che si ricava dalla
polvere lunare. Un’impresa rivoluzionaria, che muterebbe gli scenari economici e geopolitici mondiali. Un’impresa che, per qualcuno, deve fallire... Shanghai, Cina, 25 maggio
2025. Ormai da due giorni Ch n H ngb?ng non ha notizie di sua figlia Yoyo, una ragazza che non ha mai fatto mistero della sua attivit di dissidente. Cos si rivolge al
detective Owen Jericho, chiedendogli d’indagare con la massima discrezione. Tuttavia quella che sembra una «semplice» scomparsa si rivela ben presto la prima tessera di un
mosaico che si estende dall’Estremo Oriente agli Stati Uniti, dall’Europa fino al cuore segreto dell’Africa. Un mosaico che, se completato, rivelerebbe un piano che minaccia
non solo il futuro della Terra, ma pure quello della Luna... Dopo averci portato nelle profondit degli abissi marini con Il quinto giorno, Frank Sch tzing ci conduce l
dove le nostre aspettative pi audaci incontrano le nostre peggiori paure, in un’avventura senza limiti.
Blackout Dhonielle Clayton 2021-06-22 Six critically acclaimed, bestselling, and award-winning authors bring the glowing warmth and electricity of Black teens in love
to this charming, hilarious, and heartwarming novel that shines a bright light through the dark. A summer heatwave blankets New York City in darkness. But as the city is
thrown into confusion, a different kind of electricity sparks… A first meeting. Long-time friends. Bitter exes. And maybe the beginning of something new. When the lights go out,
people reveal hidden truths. Love blossoms, friendship transforms, and new possibilities take flight. Beloved authors—Dhonielle Clayton, Tiffany D. Jackson, Nic Stone, Angie
Thomas, Ashley Woodfolk, and Nicola Yoon—celebrate the beauty of six couples and the unforgettable magic that can be found on a sweltering starry night in the city.
Peter McLean 2019 Tomas Piety has been many things: soldier, priest, gangster...and spy. As Tomas's power grows, the nobility better watch their backs, in
this dark and gritty epic fantasy series. People are weak, and the poorer and more oppressed they are, the weaker they become--until they can't take it anymore. And when they
rise up...may the gods help their oppressors. When Tomas Piety returned from the war, he just wanted to rebuild his empire of crime with his gang of Pious Men. But his past as
a spy for the Queen's Men drew him back in and brought him more power than he ever imagined. Now, with half of his city in ashes and the Queen's Men at his back, the webs of
political intrigue stretch out from the capital to pull Tomas in. Dannsburg is calling. In Dannsburg the nobility fight with words, not blades, but the results are every bit
as bloody. In this pit of beasts, Tomas must decide once and for all whether he is truly the people's champion...or just a priest of lies.
Limit. T rkische AusgabeFrank Sch tzing 2013-04-01
The Pillars of Rome Jack Ludlow 2011-05-23 With barbarians at the gate and enemies within, two men must fight for the soul of the Republic and the greatest empire in the
world.A cave hacked out by rock, lit by flickering torches...two young boys appeal to the famed Roman oracle for a glimpse into their future. The Sybil draws a blood-red
shape of an eagle with wings outstretched: an omen of death. As they flee from the cave in fear, Aulus and Lucius make an oath of loyalty until death. An oath that will be
tested in years to come.Thirty years on and Aulus, now Rome's most successful general, faces his toughest battle. Barbarian rebels have captured his wife and demanding the
withdrawal of Roman legions from their land in return for her life. It is unthinkable for Aulus to agree, and he fears her life must be forfeit to Rome. Meanwhile Lucius has
risen to a high rank in the Senate; a position he uses and abuses. But when Lucius is suspected of arranging a murder, the very foundations of the Republic are threatened.
Lucius and Aulus soon find themselves on very different sides of the conflict- perhaps the prophecy of the eagle will come true after all.History and adventure, brutality
and courage combine to powerful effect, making The Pillars of Rome an outstanding opening to the Republic series.
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